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Introduction
Tlie purpose of this paper is the calculation of the
thermal scattering of X-rays. The theory of this effect
has "been given "by its discoverer Laval (1938/39,1942)
and "by several other physicists. A condensed represent¬
ation of the theory appears in 'Reports on progress in
physics' (Born,1943). The present paper will follow
the methods of this Report and in Sections 1 and 2 a
summary of the principal definitions and formulae is
included.
The main point is that the scattering power of a
•
crystal.is not expressed in terms of the frequencies,
as in all the other papers quoted, hut directly in
terms of the "dynamical matrix" of the lattice, which
is defined as a system of the coefficients of the
potential energy for small displacements. H. A.Jahn
(1941/2) has shown that for observations fairly close
to Laue-Bragg reflections only the limiting case of
this matrix is needed, which corresponds to the ordinary
theory of elasticity. Here we shall treat the general
case numerically for one example (the face-centred
cubic lattice) and outline it in another (the hexagonal
close-packed lattice), but in the latter case numerical
calculations are only made for the Jahn approximation.
It is the intention of this paper to avoid arbit¬
rary assumptions about atomic forces, particularly the
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assumption of central forces between the atoms. Mow
the dependence of the elastic constants on the atomic
forces has been developed by Professor Born in his
first book, "Dynamik der Krystallgitter", for this *
general case, but the formulae are not quite in order.
In his second book,"Atomtheorie des festen Zustandes",
he has restricted himself to the use of central forces.
Hence it was necessary to reconsider these formulae
and this is done in Section 3 for a general lattice.
The two following Sections contain a specialisation to
the face-centred cubic and the hexagonal close-packed
lattices.
Section 6 discusses the method of representing the
scattering power in reciprocal space. In Sections 7




Throughout this paper the components of the
vecto'rs and tensors which occur are expressed in a
rectangular system of axes. Consequently the distinction
between covariant and contravariant indices is a purely
formal one and for simplicity all co-ordinate indices
are written in the lower position.
Vectors will be distinguished by a bar underneath
the symbols, and the signs , and A will be used to
lenote the scalar and the vector product respectively.
The asterisk is used for the complex conjugate.
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OUTLINE 01 THE THEflMAL THSOHY
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Section 1 Lattice dynamics
i 1 J
let o. , a , a. , be the three elementary vectors
of the lattice cell, so that the position vectors of
particles at the vertices of the cells are:-
(1.1) t({.) = Z'L' H Z%±
where Z1 , Z"1 , Z* , are integers.
If there are n particles 'in each cell with masses
( £ s ' 1,2, n ) and if the position with respect
to a cell of an atom is indicated by the vector r ('%) ,
then
(1.2) <r(l) r r(i) i r (i)
defines the position of the particle in equilibrium.
In a rectangular system of axes S, fixed in space, let
nr have the components 9e,(fy , Ki ($J , (\) *
Cyclic boundary conditions.
In all the work that follows the postulate of the
"cyclic lattice" (Born 1923) is assumed. That is to
say, a finite portion of the infinite lattice is taken
and boundary conditions of a cyclic type are applied to
this portion. The effect of this on summations over
points of the lattice will be stated here at once as
it is very much used in later Sections. Consider the
summation 2where $■(('*'/ is a function of
the differences of the cell indices. Then the inner
summation over £ is taken to "be infinite so that
is independent of . The outer summation
is taken over the finite portion of the lattice which
contains,say, N cells. Thus j
•
,
(1.3) T T jM ■- rfiie-e'i ■ Aijjbt)
After an arbitrary displacement of the particles
they will take up,say, the positions TfitJ+a (V , where
u (\j has components uf ($J , ut($) , u, , in S.
(Hereafter the lower indices / , Z , 3 , will always
refer to this rectangular system S). Then the pot-
- s
ential energy which is a function of all co-
ordinates, can he expanded in powers of the displace¬







e,e e<t< ^ 1 1
Zfil-




I 2 3f * > 3 »
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These symbols posses the following properties:-
(1) By their definition they satisfy the symmetry law,
(1.6) -id) = &-/U (If)
(2) Owing to the periodicity of the lattice, the
indices Q> and enter into the symbols only in
the combination ■ t* I , and accordingly a modification
is introduced and one writes
(l.ffi) !$)•
^rith quantities (f,g/) defined by
(3) For the later work it is more convenient to deal
(1.8) km -— y#/V 7\
Olearly they satisfy
(1.9) ^(%) = ^ in
(4) The *fi£i) are "the elements of the so-called
"dynamical matrix" of the lattice, They may be collected
together into sub-matrices which form a condensed
*
representation suitable for manipulating. This may be
done in the following way: Firstly matrices of order
(3x3) can be formed
(1.10) tfti). Mi! ui) &M)
Hi)
and these in turn may "be regarded as sub-matrices of
larger matrices of order (3n x 3n) and having the form
(1.11) $>(w) =








let a modified displacement vector be
introduced; then (1.4) may be written as
The equations of motion:-
become
f i. i3) *>/ [H - -X T l%) t $
where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to time ~t.
If the cyclic boundary condition^ (Born,1923, Leaermann,
1944) are taken into account, (1.13) may be solved by
a plane wave with the frequency co and wave-vector :4>
(1.14) v(J=y(4/* ' *
Substitute (1.14) in (1.13). Then,writing for the
difference ■?('■■)-r ft!) , one has
fl.15) SVffi. ZtyftJVjW
where
(i.i6, - Zofif.)* L~' =zy«^£
This result^ can be obtained also (Born,1943) by
the following considerations. Let
.y „;(&•*(£■))
(i.i7) Ufa) = (%ir) ** I
where X is 'tJie unit matrix of order (3n x 3n) ^
be the matrix of a unitary transformation which is
- 10 -
applied to the dynamical matrix. The transformed
»




can be shown (op.cit.) to be diagonal in the sub-
mafcrices $>(&) defined by (1.16). Hence this
transformation when applied to the equations of motion
*
leads to (1.15).
The quantities J are the elements of the
new representation of the dynamical matrix in the
Q-space. They may be gathered together in the same
way as the J to give successively £'($) of
order (3 x 3), anfc 2W of order (3n x 3n).
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Seotion 2_ X-ray scattering
Assume a "beam of X-rays passing through the crystal
and let Pi be the wave-vector of the incident beam,
and let K be the wave-vector of the scattered beam.
Then if K-S'' a ,it can be shown that the intensity
power of the background (diffuse) scattering is
(2.1) <r$ *>-„a/ Z4fU 1 '
0 /fil ' " "where 4^ ({%,/ are the elements of the scattering matrix;-
(2.2) w-nW1
where is Boltzmann's constant and T is the
absolute temperature.
The other symbols have the following meanings:-
,,/./■) «; (Q ■ *(*)),
{Z.Z) /n£(ik (hMc &
(2.4) j"A = modified scattering factor dependent on"T.
(2,|) N ~ number of cells in the crystal.
(2.6) &~o ~ Thomson factor * / )/i( ■ * V -
/
£ = charge on electron .
7"- s mass of electron .
(1.7.) o
C sr velocity of light.
» angle of deflection of X-ray beam .
t" = distance of the small scattering volume




CALCULATION OP THE DYNAMICAL MATRIX
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Section £ The calculation in general
There are two factors that enable relations to be
established between the elements of the dynamical
matrix: (1) The symmetry properties of the particular
lattice considered,(Section 3a); (2) The fact that if
the lattice is moved as a whole without distortion, the
potential energy is independent of such motion,
(Section 3b). If the assumption is added that only
neighbouring atoms act on each other, the effect of
these relations is that the dynamical matrix is ex-*
pressible in terms of a (generally) small number of
parameters.
There also exists a connection between the dyn¬
amical matrix and the elastic constants of the crystal.
This may be obtained,either by assuming a homogeneous
deformation, expressing in terms of the external
and internal strain and eliminating the internal strain
(Section 3c(A)), or by solving the equations of motion
for long waves of the accoustical type(Section 3c(B)).
/
The elastic constants may be considered as measurable
quantities and their values are known in some cases.
For crystals of fairly simple symmetry, the above
information is sufficient to determine the elements of
the dynamical matrix completely.
Once the dynamical matrix is known in the £
representation, it can be transformed to the re¬
presentation with the help of (1.16)
- 14 -
Section 3a Symmetry of the lattice
In order to find the relations that exist between the
elements of the dynamical matrix, all those symmetry
operations are applied to the lattice which will bring
it into self-coincidence. The number and nature of
these operations are found by a consideration of the
space-group of the lattice. They comprise rotations,
reflections, glide-planes and combinations of these.
Translations which consist of multiples of the base
vectors have already been taken into account by assum¬
ing that the dynamical matrix Jbfa'v) only depends on
the combination I , and not on i and Jl! separ¬
ately.
Consider the rectangular system of axes S in
which a point of space has the co-ordinates xu ( U =
I , 2," 3. )• Let a transformation T act on these axes
so that they take up a new position, and in this
transformed system let the point have the co-ordinates




The coefficients depend on the particular trans¬
formation chosen. If the point xu is taken to be a
lattice-point, then (3.1) becomes:-
(3.Z) ^ (i) = T.'Tip 71 fi &
- 15 -
Let ~T~ now be a symmetry operation of the lattice,
then it will be possible to find a point of the lattice
(y) say, such that
xj. (I) -(3.3)
for ci-B-\crr%cn-3.
A combination of (3.£) and (3.3) gives
(3.4) *„(£/ *ZT„x,(i)
ft
If the symbol 7* stands for the matrix formed from the
quantities ordered according to their suffices,
so that T s , then (3.4) can be written in the
matrix form:-
(3.5) rffc) =Tl(t)
The elements of the dynamical matrix
behave,with respect to the suffices J. and (i , as a











or, in matrix notation:-
(3.9) 1(H)'
where T* is the transpose of the matrix T , and the
change from (f] to (£/ and from (iJ to (#') is to "be
obtained from (3.4) or (3.5).
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Section. 3b Rigid motion
If the crystal lattice is moved as a whole with¬
out distortion, the displacements J± (t) of the
particles will be a combination of translations and
rotations. The latter may be taken as infinitesimal
without loss of generality. Let then
(3. 10 ) ^J.(iI— Hi*** W
*
where
(3.11) = translational part of displacement,
(3.12) - rotational part of displacement.
a
(3.13) teji* = -Hu (for an infinitesimal rotation).
The condition that this displacement should have no
effect on the potential energy is given by the
two equations:-
(3.14) 3^1" = o
(3.15) ~
Or, writing these in terms of derivatives with respect
to the co-ordinates:-
- 18 -
(3.16) Z. = °
(3.17) Z * = 0
In order to find what these imply for the second order
derivatives j£^, Cw! , the equations must be differ¬
entiated again and then taken at the eauilibrium
position.
Firstly, differentiate (3.16) with respect to
and take the equilibrium value, then
(3.18) IIJm'J= 0
e,& 1
It would have been equally possible to have taken (3.16
with A' , A! , ft , written instead of i , , el , and
differentiated with respect to xu which case
the result would have been the corresponding equation;
(s-"i 2^,5, =
The last equation may also be obtained from (3.18) by
the use of (1.6) and a change of indices.





where jthe usual Kronecker delta which vanishes
unless i and j are equal in which case it has the value
unity. But in the last equation the third and forth
terms on the left-hand side vanish "by (3.16). Hence
in equilibrium:-
(3.80, z ytiUM=
Again it would have "been possible to have written
(3.17) with H', JL' , ^ ^ , instead of / , ^ , J. , Q. ,
and differentiated with respect to (£/ instead of
*ff(\v) • would have given, as the equation corres¬
ponding to (3.20) ,
(3.21) 2. 2L = 2" iL (w)x{ &)
The equation (3.21) may also be obtained immediately
from (3.20) by a change of indices and the application
of (1.6).
The equations (3.18),(3.19),(3.20),(3.21),
expressing the fact that the potential energy is indep¬
endent of rigid motion of the lattice, are not however
complete since the summations involved are infinite
and no mention has yet been made of end-conditions.
The form in which these relations are actually used
will be developed in the course of the next Section.
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Section 3c(A) Homogeneous deformations
and the elastic constants
Expansion of iEj. for a
homogeneous deformation
Such a deformation will give rise to a dis¬
placement of the form:-
(3.22) (I/ = (I) 4
where the are the interaal strain components .
and the uttx are the external strain components .
Substitute (3.22) and a similar expression for
with ^ as summation index,in (1.4). Then
(3.23) 1L1 s 4-i + ^
where
(3 24) 2" -^2-2" 22L
-r» ,T""rTT-r /<-</; //1 //7;
(3.25) ~ Z_ Z_ /-**[*/*[>$'/ "-A* "ph
?,k Y 1
(3.86) « "tZ 2^
**/*/ up(*'j]
- 21 -
Si efA> j.a.t* ( 'sj *;r -tyM
"by changing indices in the second term.
As a consequence of the results established in
Section 3b it can now be shown that the expressions
(3.24)t(3.25),(3.26) depend only on the differences
of the internal strain components and on the symmetric
part of the external strain components and not on
these quantities themselves, In order to do this, put
(3.27)
where
(3.28) = 6v> * "-iu) ~
(3.29)
and let, say
(3.30) *jlM ~ *d(i) ***0)
with similar expressions for ia and
Then
T 1 <*odM* y''71 a,% e;i< t
- 22 -
by (3.18) and (3.19)
(3.31) J - ^2*2" [jL&l*-M ift')
iv *4 r r
where
[!•;] . -b.Infill ■ &,(?«)
by the cyclic boundary
conditions (1.3)
'Ihese symbols satisfy the relations :-
|W) [*'A1(3.33) [X(!J = [p by (1.6)
y««0 JMl A(3.34) /.h, =2LU/»J * 0 by (3.18) and (3.19)
Ihe relations (3.34) embody the results of (3.18) and
(3.19) and in practice replace them.
J!
If d and "X are interchanged in ana the
result added to the original expression, one has
- 23 -
iZ Z ZZtzJ [^>
afk ltV ^ rrf T
= iZZZ xr&)>
£-f £l£' (lb 47V *!&> ^
by (3.20) and (3.28)
If, in this, (5 and ^ are interchanged and the result
added to the original expression, one has
^ = iZ 21 2 *di)Au* /L ^(h')*f (*') *1 t<,i> 47 <»,f 1 n 1
(3.35) i.e. It-tZIfr-trl
^iT- ({/I4
by (3.21) and (3.28)
where




now z Z (i!?i/* T^ ~/^~T&) */•(1
M W
by (3.20)
jhence the symbols are symmetric in ^ and
"> . Similarly they can be shown to be symmetric in p




This equation embodies the two conditions (3,20) and
(3.21) and in practice replaces them.
Also by interchanging JL and <£>' , and J/J ,
in (3,36) and using (1.6), the symbols can
be seen to be symmetric in the pairs (^> ) and ( ), i
(3.37b)
It can be shown that the symbols are independent of N,
fU'l
just as were the [xi J » in "the following way:-
Write
Then pX /yQ + ^7 8 fa' '*/* 1 f4' ^u *;r
by (3.18) and (3.19)
Similarly




"by the cyclic boundary
conditions (1.3)
£
If I* and r- are interchanged in ~5Li and the
result kdded to the original expression for , one
obtains
]rt,(t'I>Zy * "rt < '*■ &
e,j>< W J>(<r





(3 .39) j,c= nZ21£4/]13:7 fz*18)
where
- 26 -
(3*4o) 1^.7 ~ xfi>
=-^XZ£Jil!h(f1>)i>y '3.19)
W 4' \ 1
~ -IZ&titlxf (w'1 the cyclic boundary
& A' \ condition (1.3).
These symbols satisfy the relations
(3.41) [^J = by (3.21)
(3.42) Z Lwl = 0 by (3.16)
4 1
*
If A is the volume of a cell, then the energy density
H = t oan be written as
(3.43) 'U., { k. HZ+^Z '(*/»1 * **"<< ^ <r
+tJff *fc^ ^
Elastic constants
The components of the stress-tensor ^ are
£7 -
^•44> $[r 5 ;4^ =
in accordance with the usual definition of this quantify.
In this, the internal strain components can be elim¬
inated by using the fact that is essentially
independent of them, i.e.
(3
NK(Vf ? 1 ' tt r
The solution of this is of the form:-
(3.46) = Z {*,$[<}
r ^ ) c ^ ?
(3.4-7) where = since --^
This gives after altering the summation index 4 in




or, since both and its coefficient are symmetric
in 4 and a ,
\ !
»
(3-48) 1 I [Ml U*'r]4 - <9
- 28 -
After oiialiging the summation index ol to X in the
second term of given "by (3.44), and then inserting
a suitable form of (3,47) viz. ey (l) =71 * one
has, with the help of (3.48)
(3.49) = £ T. [fa'CrJ -2 Z (jfi fty}
The expression ] {?,*>} hp/-} is
1,1' V {l
symmetric in U. and 1 and in ^ and ^ by (3.47).
Also if one interchanges and -4' , X and <T and
uses (3.33) it is seen that it is also symmetric in
the pairs (Ji7\ ) and (^*» ). It therefore possesses the
same symmetry as t and this makes it per¬
missible to write (3.49) as ' -
(3.50) X - 21
tf <*,* . W
where
(3.5D f»,|y3- -k - J-„Z^
and
(3.52) fA ' fyv**}
The equation (3.50) is the formulation for crystals
of Hookes' Law, that stress is proportional to strain
- 29 -
and the quantities are tlie usual elastic
constants. They are generally written in the notation
of Voigt (1910), which makes use of the symmetry
properties (3.52). Each pair of indices {Ji> ) or (^
is replaced "by a single index according to the scheme
c 2 j (> i (iz
The pairs /' 2Z 11 1 jz fn ?2i
replaced hy / 2. 1 4- f, 6
These numbers are then attached to the letter c thus
{3^/23 - etc. The only symmetry relation that
remains is cj/r - *-ry (^=1,2,3,4,5,6).
- 30 -
Section 3o (B) Accoustioal vibrations and
the elastic constants
The elastic constants are here introduced in an
alternative way to that adopted in Section 3c(A), The
method is the same as that used by Born (1923) but a
matrix notation is employed and no assumptions are
made about the nature of the forces.
Equations of motion
The equations of motion are solved for long-wave
»
accoustical vibrations. In order to throw into prom¬













where (h<) - xtl'j - zit'J
The Ji) can be collected in the same way as
the 3^ (ft,) into matrices and will finally form
a matrix of order (3n z 3n), C (@)*
Let the of (3.53) be ordered according to
the indices ^ and then according to.ithe suffices d
and let
(3.57) 'Vj * \^,(0 IVifiJ tyOJ
be a column vector.
t _
Then writing the scalar uo as Jl , equation
(3.55) takes the matrix form:-
(3.58) fLU> ~ C(S )W j
In this, Si , , and C ) are all functions of the
wave-vector (S. and can be expanded in powers of GL* I&I,
(oj (0 (V
(3.59) -Z2. ~ i <L + "**
Jo; ('/ J1/




(3.61) C(%) = C(%) + C(fa) +C(&) +
(V/ W (</,
where 21 , 'W f and C (y2/ are the terms in the
respective expansions which contain the rtil# power
(o/ (/] (l)
of (32 • The elements of CC0Jf C[Q],C(Q), • • • •are given by
t,(fj
22k^(UMu>)&>
cJf„l=pi-ZK a 5y. I '
etc.
By equating the terms which contain like powers of GL


































/M - 0 0 v/W-
L° 0
The matrix C(@J is singular of rank (3n - 3). Since
(3.69)
4t>
[Y*\f TVs ^ i
(X (a i'
CjAit'/ *>y (3.62)
we may write (3.34) in matrix notation to give the
three relations "between the rows or columns of ft)viz,
%?($)= = <5(3.70)
Consequently one has the following result
An equation of the type
(%, J*1
(3.71) = L
can only be solved if
(3.72) h l = 0
(•)
Since the rank of C((H) is (3n - 3), the general




For accoustical vibrations the frequency approaches
(*;




















and W, , Vvt , , are the three arbitrary constants
mentioned at the end of the preceding paragraph.
IS quation (3.66) *
(" n('\ \
If one puts J~L - 0 and [^J • l^\W in (3.66)
one has
35
(3.76) Q&ib = ccajwyy
The condition for this to "be solvable is, by (3.72),
(3,77) =- o
Bat A1 - -lI.'ZIEm [liMt (h'J& 5T
t *,*' ( *
4
by (3,63)
= 0 by (3.42)
Hence (3.77) becomes
Jl(rX m/ vy - o
i.e.
(3.78) JL ~ 0





If one puts /L«0 and uses (3.74) and (3.78), (3.67) is
- 36 -
(3.80) 'ca^ ~ 'cdjft v
The conditio# for this to "be solvable is, by (3.72),
*
(v s rj (v . , Jy ~ N
(3.81! = n C(Q)VJ +m CdSjPW
Equations (3.79) and (3.81) which are, taken together,
an approximation of the second order in the wave-vector
to the equations of motion, may be wtitten in terms of
the matrix elements as
(3.82) <2 2"^ [44J ^3 ~ Q
(3,83) = 2- 2v»vj Cn ['JW +2 2N^i'C/8'A* iP (i f 1 W q '
Connection with Section 3c(B)
In order to link up equations (3.82) and (3.83)
with the work of the previous Section, it is necessary
to compare the two expressions for the displacement:-
(3. 84 ) Hi (1 ~ \/*I h, (V = k ("^ + J u-<* *» ^"1
and
37 -
(3.85) V({) , fl 11' 1
If, in these two expressions, the terms independent of
the co-ordinates *-*(\) are equated without going
beyond linear powers of <2 , one has




(3.86) i.e. *-x{V = Ult#/
Again if the terms linear in the co-ordinates are
equated without going beyond linear powers of OL ,
one has
(•>
^ =T i IMM Q
(3.87) i.e. =■ X [H (1^ + CC^j
Mow in (3.82) the first term is
(3.88) Z
*' ffi r 1 -ft' (J 1 1
by (3.32' and (3.62)
- 38 -
by (3.86)
and the second term of (3.82) is
(3.89)
v l \ ' ^ ** rr
by (3.63)
by (3.40)




Hence (3.82) becomes, after removing a factor ,
*W
(3.90) Z 2T [iflyM -h T. = 0
which is precisely (3.45). The same solution (3.46)





Now in equation (3.83} the first term on the right-
hand side is
(3.92)21Z* 4i (fj ft'} ~ " tZZ'Z fsy, (U'fyfffV®*'
<,*' f ( f
by (3.63), after changing
the summation index ^ to <T,
-IZZhaW^-'r
by (3.40) and (3.91)
i,v v,r <(y ''
by (3.48)
The second term on the. right-hand side of (3.83) is
(3.93ZZ ^ (4^ = J* a> Qr
by (3.64)
=TmMr$ w< *> *V' w c V \
by the cyclic boundary
conditions (1.3). •
*/' 4J' f Y i ' i
by (3.18) and (3.19).
~ 2IN/
, ,l V




T,riZ- '(*» ?>■"] ^ yi ^
c V
fry (g.gn




=f f5r u*fr} "* ar
by (3.51)
where j> (density) =: a)/£> '
The result of this Section may then be summarised
briefly thus:-
The equations of motion -
(3.95) ^
have been reduced, for the case of accoustical vibra¬
tions, to an approximation of the second order in the
wave-vector, and having the form:-






fcp1 ®1 <■„ c/r cir <jri c<*











Kin cn <-*< K t c-fsJ-ifos em)
c«fc Cil (f+ i (cu,+<u) k (c&'tj l(c,t *
161,(0,
where Voigt's notation for the elastic constants has
been used.
42 -
Note on the effect or rigid motion.
*
The equations (3.34) and (3.37a) have been shown
to represent the condition that the potential energy is
invariant under rigid motions of the lattice. They may
be restated thus:-
(1) (3.34) can be used to define (($') when
i- O and 4 - 4' , i.e.
(3.98) j fill - -
where the dash on the summation
sign denotes that the term in
which 0 is to be omitted
from the summation.
(2) Since the quantity Til Utr>} isM' *,<r i/
symmetric in J and 3 , and in f} and ^ , by the
definition of the symbols , it follows that
(3.37a) is equivalent to a part of (3.52), viz.
This can at once be recognised as the condition that
the large matrix in (3.97) should be symmetric.
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Section 4 Monatomic face-centred, cubic lattice
In the face-centred cubic lattice it is possible
to choose a unit cell which contains only one particle,
and so the indices can be dropped from all the
symbols in which they occur. This property is used
extensively later, but for the investigation of the
symmetry of the lattice it is more convenient to deal
with the cubic cell containing four particles (see
Fig. 1) and the length of whose side is J?a, where «•
i i 3
is the lattice constant. The cell-vectors ± , a
are taken to be parallel to the sides of this cubic
cell and of length a .
Since in the calculations which follow only the
first neighbours of one point, labelled 0 in Fig. 1,
will be taken into account, the number of matrices
5" J is twelve. In these £/ can be taken to be
the triad (0,0,0). Then a label £ may conveniently
be affixed to the line joining 0 to the point whose
cell-indices are given by . The connection between
the numbers £ of the Figure and the integers (1.1)
is given in the following Table
Table 1
n 1 i 3 L. r 6 7 s 1 lo /! U
0 0 1 -I ! 1 <3 0 -/ 1 -1 -1
1 1 <3 0 1 -1 -/ -J 0 0 -1 I
1 -/ 1 1 0 <3 -1 1 -1
- 1 0 o
FIGURE I
First neighbours of a point
in the face-centred cubic lattice.
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Section 4a Symmetry of the face-centred, cubic lattice
The rectangular system of axes S, introduced in
Section 1, is so oriented that its three vectors
( x,; xl7 Xy. ) co-incide with ( a', aX } a? ) res¬
pectively.
The complete set of symmetry operations that this
9* ♦
lattice allows form a group (the space-group) which
may he generated hy the following three primitive
operations:-
A
A three-fold axis of rotation in the position
x\ - xi s x) ' * This operation can he represented,
in accordance with Section 3a, hy the matrix:-
Tt -
In order to use the formula (3.9) the change of the
indices t must also he^ specified. This is given hy
(3.5) hut is more concisely put in the notation of
substitution groups, thus
(7 If) (7 9 If)(1 U 6) (I 10li)
which means that a matrix with a certain number in a
cycle is to he derived from the matrix with the number







A plane of reflection in the position xy =■ & . For





while the indices change according to the substitutions ;
(\ zj(7 to) (L 97 (l %? (s) (U(ti) /V
A plane of reflection in the position x, = . Here
the matrix is
o I o
Ti = / o 0
0 o I
with the indices changing according to
(l l) (2. lo) (k%) (l n) (1 H) (f) (")
Calculation
Since is invariant under one has
v„ i: i: ) 0 o % t, Z | 0 o
z z II = 0 ' o z % i: 0 1 0







Also, since is invariant under
T' £'~ f/( X,2 0 / ^ 3>'~ iy 0—■/' — n
xr, 2"» a =? 1 0 0 7r f o~—ZI 71
£> <5a; 0 0 1 0 0 Z,
«
XV oJfc. 22 .i. 4/
























The rest of the matrices
continued application of the
final result is:-
T a b 1
ai O 0

























In accordance with (3.98), we take the value of (f>








Section 4b4 Elastic constants of the
face-centred, cubic lattice
The procedure of Section 3cfB) will be followed
here since it offers some practical advantages over
that of Section 3c(A).
The mass of the elementary particle will be
denoted by rr\ , Since the indices -4 are to be
omitted for this lattice, the matrix (■(<&) is now of
order (3 x 3). Its elements, which are given by (3.56),
are now
(4.D C(sJ= * V-j
If each term in Table 1 is multiplied by a, , the
lattice constant, the values of the components of 2T(
can be read off immediately. Since "by (1.8),
Table 2 will give, after dividing each matrix by yn ,
the values of &*»($■) • With the help then of these
two tables, (4.1) gives
(4.2) C ($) = 0
(4.3) C(<S) = o
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(O) (0
Since C(&) and C(@) "both vanish, equation (3.82)
does not exist and (3,83) becomes
(*>
(4.4) Ch) = i>\ 7 m £Y(flt(8, <8.1+U+q} (<Si 4 &iX)
2><f, (SL1
zr<cL ct7
I*<M« iwa, tft u*(i)((Bx-> (tl)
(V
(4.5) Vx . z U














0 0 0 0 Y








When this is compared with (3.97) and it is noted that
for this lattice the density j> = Try/%^ » the
following relations are seen to hold:-
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C, = C„ = =kz/) ) f ~ % - C/,y
(4.7) = cJf ~ c" =-4(^7 whence \ (I - Vz c
C Cj, +C/jr= Clt*tu s » ^ y - A (^vt< +C,t)7 v
The remaining elastic constants vanish.
The first of the relations mentioned in the Note
at the end of Section 3c(B) has already been used in
the formation of . The second is automatically
satisfied since the large matrix in (4.6) is always
symmetric whatever the values of U , (i , <5 •
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Section 4c Dynamical matrix in the Q-spaoe
From (1.16) one has
(4.8) 2 J <
I
Using Tables 1 and 2 the elements of £)(&) are:-
r
Jjj .(if 2"j
\(<s) °kUb ' £»(&(&))it* (adlj\ 4 <■» {&(£,) C0 (e&t)' Crtf&dli. )c*> fa.OhJjj'
(4.9)
■)((&] =b [ I (ci£t)co ^il14(* [l-MM-WUo fa.IV/
&) 5 ^ ^ (*0")J = *^32. (— )
(i (&)- (a(W ~ *^2,
v
Write
(4.10) Cio(^) z cx (X=l,%,3)
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and put F, = ^ I'--*v]
(4.11) Ft s («* [/- c>c<7 +/JLt'-v/J
F> « 4^('-c«cJ *( [*•<*<>•Vil'*J)
Then the dynamical matrix may he written as
(4.12)
The matrix clearly periodic in the components
of & with period Sg , and it will he sufficient to
consider its value in a cuhe of the Q-space defined
"by .By the symmetry of the face-centred
cuhic lattice, only one-eighth of this cuhe is actually
needed. In order to give results which could he compared
with those obtained hy Iona (194.2) in his calculation of
S)(®) in his notation) hy means of a numerical
formula due to Waller, the values of t£e elastic constants
were taken to he those of the substance which Iona con¬
sidered, namely potassium chloride (Forsterling,1920),
although its lattice is neither monatomie nor face-
centred. With this assumption,'the values of were
calculated for representative set of points and are
given in Table 3.
&h>, F, e aU
1h>, klh>t
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Table <5 The dynamical matrix
The values of -m. $>(&) are given in dynes cm.'
The units of (J, » (St » » are % where a. * 3 /2* /0 cm.
a?, m <$)„(&)* /4"' mil, f/fr; */£>■'. i»Ai dtjtf*'9 nfS),/o'1
0 0 '/A I- f"> 1-13 £■*-) 000 0-0 * O-oo
0 6 a. L ■ 0 6 L-oL 24.60 0-0 0 o-oo O-o O
o 0 % 6- 14 6-44 Al-iZ o- 0 0 0-0* O-oo
o 0 / 5' /t 8-lz 41-49 o-.« 0-0 0 O-o 0
a ft 1-44 ■7-19 1-18 2-o2 o-oo too
0 ft ft 7/3 7-f) 21-68 t-ss 0-0 0 O-O 0
0 '4 J4 /Z-M 1-4a 36-20 2-o) cut) O-O 0
0 ft i 11-*0 e-ii It 2-10 o-oo O-OO O-o 0
0 ft ft Ik- 0 4 li-ok !6-o6 U-oi o-oo O f! 0
0 ft Vu 10-42 2U-S4 2-Si O-oo o-oo
0 ft l tfiror «-n 28-of O-oo o-oo 0 00
0 fc % 1,1'oy 1241 11-c,3 l-O) o-oo 0 -OO
0 % 1 42-20 l)-4d 13- 40 600 o-oo a-oo
o l 1 47-48 S-ll 8-12 0 0* * • •> 0 0*3
4 ft ft g-oi g-0) So) to) 1.0 ) 2-o)
I* 4 ft lo-ii S loot, 20-0% 1-88 7- 8S 2-0)
4 VH 11-09 IT.- 0 Q 31- ul l-o) 2-0) 2-o)
* ft I 11-91 17.-4% )i-o r 0 -3 O 6 -3 O 2-o%
k 'A ft li-ol 16 06 u-o6 L-o 6 t- 88 2-88
% H % It-ok l1-»4 22- 06 in IP) i-n
ft / iU -i'9 10-43 16-Sk 0 3 0
»
o-ot 2-SS
, V* % 11 01 11-04 ll- 04 2- 0% t-o) 2-6 1
% / )6-lo 1-4 0 11-04 0-0$ o-oo 2 6)
ft / / 41-01 4-44 6 16 o-o o O-00 0 3 0
'A k ft ) 6-06 16-06 16-0 6 L-o i L-Pb U-3 6
ft k VA 16-ok 1 6 el 16-06 t 39 148 L-o 6
1 'A 1 16-06 1 6 <06 l(,-oi O-Oi O-OO u-6b
, H V* % i.o-o) lo-o6 10-06 t-0% its i-te
w Vi. 1 LI-&K n-S) n-n 0.03 0 .eo t-88
V-L 1 1 24-00 It-06 6-0 6 O-O 0 0-0 0 0-O0
Vt, \ &-<)■) 4-01 8.-0) r-o% l-o) 7-0)
% Vc, ( n-ii n-u 1-44 a - 3 0 0 .0 0 t- » )
h i i k-14 1-14 1.14 o-o 0 0 -00 0 • o 0
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Section 5. Monatomic hexagonal close-packed, lattice
In this lattice there are two particles in the
unit cell, & = I and. - -2 . The cell
i a y
vectors & , a , ± , are such that the angle between
and is %?-, and ja is at right angles to the
plane of a' and , in the direction that makes the
system of axes right-handed; k.'l = |ax| - cc , |a'/r c ; cl»y/3<xl.
Only those matrices (fy) will be considered
which arise from the first neighbours of the two
particles in a chosen unit cell. These two particles
are labelled 0 and & in Figs. II and III, Each
point has twelve first neighbours, six in a plane
containing the pdint, and three above and three below
this plane, £ which stands for the indices of the
basic cell containing 0 and 0/ , will be taken to
represent the triad (0,0,0), For convenience in writing
the symmetry relations later, a single symbol ? is
introduced in place of the composite symbol »
i.e. is written for . This suggests that
the line joining 0 or 0/ to a point be labelled
by the letter ? , /The lines radiating from 0 are
distinguished by a dash in their symbol, while those
from O are unaccented. Each of these sets is further
sub-divided into two sets of six, related to each
other by a certain symmetry operation described in the
next Section, This is made clear by a bar over half of
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the symbols. The complete tabulation may be represented
schematically thus:-
? includes
f j> includes I, i, 7, 4, 5, O
f Neighbours of 0 •
f includes '/ Z/3/&,*/1 •>
\ includes 1/ x'i'/ Ks'/ ^ 1
/
t' -i 7' ?' t'i KeiSlibours of 0 .
fc includes 7, \ , < ;
t * ;
The six particles that lie in a plans containing the
point 0 are taken to be of the type ^ / , the six
that lie in the plane containing 0 ' are of the type
4*1' , and so on alternately, so that the par¬
ticles of one type lie on a set of planes that inter-
leave the set of planes which contain the other type of
particles.
"
The connection between the symbols ? and (
is given in the Table below:
Table 4 ,
H \ Z 3 L r 6 T i 1 U r (
r 0-1 1 o ~i ~( o -II o -I -1
t 1 -1 o o 0 - 1 -1 c> 1 0-1 0
r o 0 0 - 1 o ooooo
AU-) (w) (u) (n) (*0 (%0 (%)/ (u) (n) (n) (%!) (z\) (zi)
H \' y u' s' ■ c r r v v r
c o 1 -1 of I o 1 -/Oil
£ ) o -( o 1 0 -I i o 0 o (
e o o a Q o o 0 0 o 1 ) 1
(WJ (ii} (it/ (it/ (it/ (it) (/1) (tV (2 V (W (l^ ("J (l^
Figure II
First neighbours of the two points in the unit oell
of the close-packed hexagonal lattice
The vertical scale has been exaggerated for clarity.
Figure III
Projection of the structure in Fig# II
on to a plane perpendicular to the lattice vector a.#
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Section.5a Symmetry of the hexagonal
close-packed lattice.
The right-angled system S with axes ( x, , *t , )
is so oriented that x, lies along the positive
direction of o? and along the positive direction
of £ .
The symmetry operations form a group (the space-
group) which may he generated by the following three p
primitive operations:-
fl,
A six-fold axis of rotatory inversion in the
direction of the xy -axis, that is to say, a rotation
of amount -jf or a multiple of about the x, - axis
together with an inversion in the origin. This oper¬
ation can be represented by the matrix
'
X •
The change of the label ? is specified in the same
way as that used for the face-centred cubic lattice, by
the notation of substitution groups. In this case, the




A two-fold axis of rotation namely the -axis.
-'A. 0
vK -A . o
0 d - I
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This has the matrix:-
-I o o
U - o \ o
o o - /
and for the change of label one has, briefly,
(IT*
-l±-
A glide-plane. This involves a reflection in the
plane zL = —-/ft followed by a translation of amount
x,s o , xu - o , c/i , parallel to this plane. This
is equivalent to a reflection in = O together
with a translation of amount z, = o , x, *
The latter only affects the change of label and the
T -matrix is therefore that due to the reflection
a
in xx = o i.e.
along with
In addition use will also be made of the following
three combinations of these three primitive operations





o - I b
0 O 1
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exited "by the matrix:
with
Al.
A reflection in the plane x, » 0 , For this one has




(\V(iVhV (nJfT Z) Cu)(a)
fh
From it follows that
1* T.^f.
-/ o o -loo
o 1 0 1f o I o
0 o -/ o 0-1
1 O 0 I 0 o
o -1 o -gf o -I 0
0 o 1 6 0 (











Lastly the symmetry properties (1.6) are needed.




/ '"*** * /
r-s' F ~A'
T-- T
__ _ y f
T -T F=tJ' 2'-Ar
r » J1 T - Ir T'-t1' r'- 2^
Gal c u 1 a t i o n
Only the twelve matrices J ^ and ^need "be
calculated since /?6 gives ^ and immediately.
From ,
J: 2; 2; 1 0 0 21 1 00
2'., 2L 2;, ~ O ! 0 Tui:x, 0 1 0
5!, X 5',, 6 O HILX <5 O-l
Hence
'
- 5'(3 - i>
0
let J'* - £ JL-*( 0
0 O


















Hence <r - - cT ,
How Jl \ _<£ , may "be calculated directly from
_ <v/
(fti . Thus 3TS XXX and X - X ^ *X , where
for a general X -matrix:-
XIX -- 4J,+itx- \!,sMix K
41?,,^ ^>y
Again jX- X by . But 2X * by $7 . Hence
-^\0f


















V- - A-V %&
the notation is again




Then 1 \ ±C,X\ 4. ^ IP , oan "be calculated, from
fli with the help of the formula for *"7^1?" "7^. om
the preceding page.
The oomplete results* are
Table 5
'
d+ifi r y Mt(t -S 0
I'r - -T (A-i^ o
oof
= !T' F- - <r j.-ip o
o c> y
7T''




























= F' V, -
3y* -0^ -ijr












The first of the conditions mentioned in the Note at
the end Af Section 3e(B) will define and jkfilJ,
or j> " and ° , as they may be called ; thus —-





Section 5b Elastic constants of the
hexagonal close-packed lattice
As in the case of the face-centred cubic lattice,
the methods used here will "be those of Section 3c(B).
The two particles in the unit cell of this lattice
have equal masses m, , say. As has heen shown in




with corresponding relations for the .% -matrices,













By expanding these matrices in terms of and



















- C( it /
<?/£) '//Si
w(z'/~ M'v
It is therefore only necessary to consider the terms
/ ^ 1
and M £7/ . TheC (-)in the expansion of
values of r (hJ are given in the following Table
Table 6
1 Z 3 T 1 3 k 4 r < 7 r r
*/«/ 1 1 -Q r*\ 1 4i) £
«0*1V<0o
o o -aS%, *t(iJ -*/<? °/t4r y# -fa yif>
h(fj o 0 0 0 0 0 "(t) iI1
*■ «/ X
0 - 73 *where a » Ii11 - /«*/ and C - /s'/ , and
Wa] i ^7~k?
Since L ( 77/ "-<7 / 9L *■ by (3.56), on
^ 2 1/ t, \ 1, tf 5 / (&
has for the successive terms in the expansion of









(5.7) CI* - 0
I 2{<at(B, U-fMl + U+f/a, o
o & y(ct?+ a})
„/<b\ Tx? -*($•**)
Again from the fact that CU7/ %- " J- e it
follows that :- f' k f,6,8/7, (
- G~x o o
«-9»as).^ 6 <3
o o -Cu
62, <£, ot * I
(5.10 Utfif $, -«L 0
C? 0 0
a1jftj 4%c (if - 2ay*
r &) >U»(/s Z»n -24 OA
a tf,)&,lf fyy)6tt) i
• 2.■P)*crU,Jt V
How if use is made of these values, (3.82) splits up
into two identical equations each of which has the form
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*> (il CO, o
(1/ ^
(5.12) lU(t) "W = 0, 'Cli 0 w
0 0 0






621 a, o 62,. <2, 0
q x 1
- ^P &, -c*t ^ 42, -csx 0 w
0 oo 0 O 0
Q^al o o
























On comparing this with (3.97) and noting that for this




CjA v5A i ^ •7
c«s c" -& [*•**)
C" =vfv^ f"%•' 4 'f * y''*7
■i? ■?/
- -ft_ £t ac cr - % c*
■II
V
The remaining elastic constants vanish. From the ex¬
pressions above, the well-known hexagonal symmetry
relations"fysee e.g. Voigt 1910) are seen to be satis¬
fied. The first condition of the Note at the end of
""T** if
Section 3c(B) has been used in the definition of
and T[o/ • The second, namely that the large matrix
in (5.15) should be symmetric, gives
(o.i7) i/t c y ■: (?y i Js) o or ^ ? 3 y + //
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Section '5c Dynamical matrix in the Q-space
The relations (5.1) and (5.2) apply mutatis
mutandis to the matrices • so that
(5.18) a(!i.
(5.19) Ht) * &(*)
It is therefore only necessayy to calculate 2)(%J and




Ui). Kit) - A® A, (?/ - a













In the method of calculating the scattering power
which is applied to this lattice (Section 8), detailed
numerical calculation of the dynamical matrix,such as
was carried out for the face-centred lattice in
Section 4c, is not needed.
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CHAPTER III
INTENSITY OF THE BACKGROUND SCATTERING
v
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Section (j .Representation of the scattering power
In order to give a graphical illustration of the
results of this work it is necessary to introduce the
notion of the reciprocal lattice. The latter is




Now the well-known conditions for selective reflections
(Bragg, Laue) have been shown to be equivalent to the
statement that the intensity distribution of the Laue
scattering has infinitely high and sharp maxima when
(6.3) CB s where Q • S? * *77 L
k = ? ; k', k*; C are integers,
(see e.g Born,1943)
The similarity of this with z ^ has suggested
(Lonsdale and Smith,1941, Jahn.1941/2, Weigle,1941/2)
that the vectors ■<£- & be interpreted as position
vectors in the space of the reciprocal lattice ("rec¬
iprocal space"), so that the points whose position
vectors are -th will be the lattice points of this
lattice and will correspond to selective reflections.
[X = •
f
1 <■' - j
o y. * ^ j
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Section 6a Interpretation of the general formula
The points (3 of selective reflection in the
Q-space will he surrounded by a distribution cr0(<£) of
scattering power. If is that reciprocal lattice
vector whose end-point lies nearest to that of ^ ,




Once the matrix % has been found within a range
corresponding to the cell of the reciprocal lattice,




A particularly simple case arises when there is
only one particle in the unit cell. When the indices
have been dropped from all the formulae in which
they occur and the summations over ignored, one has
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(6.5) <r0((g)= cre bUT^dW
where
r 7n = mass of the elementary particle
(6.6) j
[ j- - modified, scattering factor
and
(6.7) = X
The function d (®) will he called the "diffusion
function". By plotting the values of A(Q) for a
sufficiently large number of values of <i , and
then using some form of interpolation, it is possible
to construct in the Q-space the surfaces on which J. /h)
has a constant value, i.e. surfaces of isodiffusion.
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Section 613 Approximation to the general formula
The general formulae of Section 2 are not always
easy to apply if iv , the number of particles in the
unit cellfis large, for then the matrix , whose
order is (3n x 3n), becomes unwieldy and its reciprocal
is difficult to calculate. Accordingly an approximation
is used which confines attention to the neighbourhood
of the points of selective reflection. Jahn has made
use of this method fJahn,1942) to discuss the surfaces
of isodiffusion for metallic sodium. It may be stated
briefly thus:-
The scattering power in the neighbourhood of the
points of selective reflection depends mainly on the
accoustical vibrations (Born,1943), and for these it
was shown in Section 3c(B) how the dynamical matrix
could be expressed in terms only of the elastic
constants and how it was thereby reduced effectively
to a matrix of order (3 x 3), independent that is to
say of the indices -f< . The same applies to the
scattering matrix and the final result of this approx¬
imation (for full details see Born,1943) is that the
• 8
Scattering power may be written as
(6.8) cr„ > N.t.T-^1- i(l)(W
where
( « ■r(il)








Let ( JL/ yys/ n. ) he the direction cosines of ^ so that
^ , Since &'(*) is quadratic in the com¬
ponents of ^ (3.97), it will contain a factor
and 5) (£/ will contain_:a factor . If 2) '((, **<,»-)
is the same function of ^ , h , that $ (%)
is of ft , ft . f, , then (6.10) becomes
(6-n) I ' 7&)Z$~
^'C
By giving cL(<£) a constant value, this formula will
give the intercepts which the surfaces of isodiffusion
make on those radii vectors which have the direction
cosines JL , -w , <n. , Hence an indication of the shap
of the surfaces of isodiffusion in the neighbourhood o
the lattice points of reciprocal space can be obtained
The notation used here follows that of Jahn(l942)
in some respects.
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Section 2 Surfaces of isodiffusion for the
face-centred cubic lattice
Since there is only one particle iA the unit cell
the method of the special case in Section 6a can be
applied.
Heciprocal matrix
From (4.12) the elements of the reciprocal of
the dynamical matrix are given by (writing *cLj $ for




(7.2) !£({]/* E F, F, *£[/,'FiF,</;F,F, f]
(7.3) o
4,;%= F« Fj t £ *J}\)
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and F, * f\ t Fj » are defined in (4.11), (putting .g instead ofjg)
In order to simplify the working,attention will
be confined to the plane Cly = 0 . Then the elements
\(th f will not be needed since the terms of
(ct), in which they occur, vanish. In any case
and •byifel vanish identically for ($} s 0 . The




*' L ) _ Ft + < ><
(7.6) 3)''ix (fl = ^ /K 7
The values of A (V» (fA have been
calculated for points on a rectangular net in the plane
CAj r 0 , having the spacing , i.e twice as close
as that used fur the calculation of «0(f) in Section 4,
where however the points were not confined to one plane.
As in the latter Section the elastic constants are taken
«
to be those of potassium chloride (iTorsterling 1920).
The results are given in Table 7.
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Table 7_
The reciprooal of the dynamical matrix
In this Table the values of -m (%] are given
after the elastic constants have been made dimension-
less by dividing them by where e <= k-l~) * lo~'°e, s.u.
and a. = i i£ x Io's cm. The components of £ are in
units ol Vft .
i .
'rr^ ^ * > V vU v > xHi A
V 1* h £{,i hlft) k} XI,) A: {,)
0 '/$ 6 til <o vir 0 -oo /4 ' 0 O'tl 0 1$ O-o 0
0 % 0 ion 0 - 0 0 OS} o.6y O.Ik
0 Vf 0 2A<? ofl a.to ft 4 6 0-7o o-U 1 o-!k
0 % 0 Hf o ->o 0 0 0 h ft 0 o. 77 6-30 o.o 5
0 % o i-y> 6 -at 0 .0 0 vt 7ft 0 a if 0 Mi O'Ot
■oO hon 0-H Vt Vt * osi 6-LI 0.60
o 016 o-ir O -o 6 ft 1 6 OMl 0-11 O'OO
6 1 0 0-91 6-If 6.06 'A ft 0 Oftl ofI 6'/k
'ft ft o IZU /. r o ft 'ft 0 0*1 ofl o- 08
'ft ft o 2-77 i-ik f'Un 'ft Vk 0 o.nu <s.jo o-»8
ft Vi 0 l-o } O'Sl 6 -at- ft Vt 0 O'lf 0) 0 60$
ft ft 0 l-r\ 033 0 'Cg 'ft 1 0 o-41 0-16 O'O 0
'ft ft 0 in O-ll 0'0<H Vt Vt 0 0-ki aMl O'OJ
ft Vu 0 in 0.1$ O'OO ft % 0 O 6i O'id O'Og
ft 7ft o £>•*& 6.1$ o-oo ft ft 0 o-y 0 >7
ft 1 o 0-<?l 0-lf 0. J J ft 1 0 0-41 0.J7 i?.»0
ft ft o I-1 It Ilk 0>0 yft Vi 0 0*1 o.fs o*«8
'ft °/g o [■Ik of4 e .vt Vi Vt 0 y.g1! 0./J* o-ol
ft ft o [■of o-37 0-lk Vh 1 i o-tl Off 6-to
ft ft 6 (.o c 6-Z6 0-o 8 ft 7ft 0 o-11 0.77 o-«8
'4 Vk o 0 1(3 0 ■11 0 .OJ ft 1 i 0-c\\ oil O'O <3
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Diffusion function
The values of <L (§) were next calculated in a
region of the plane bounded by til* -J> , Gtr- , Qf* ££■ t
» so uine Laue point sf"( o , o , o )
(I , o , 0 ),( / , I , 0 ),( 0 , I , 0 ),( *. , 0 , O ),( i , 1,0)
(£,£,o),(/,2,0),(d,2,d), were included. The
values are shown in Table 8.
It is now possible to plot d (®) against <2 along
^ jI
the lines ®<s ~g2 an<^ • From these graphs a set
of points on any assigned curve of isodiffusion could
*
be found. Finally by combining these data the curves
of isodiffusion were drawn for a suitable sequence of
values of , and they are shown in Fig. IV.
In the neighbourhood of the Laue points, the
contours approach closely to those found for potassium
chloride by Weigle and Smith (1942), using a different
method. A special study of these particular contours
by themselves may be made, of course, by the methods
of Section 6b , but the results have not been repro¬
duced here since the form which the contours take is
clearly seen from a study of Fig. IV.
^ Here and elsewhere the co-ordinates of points of
selective reflection are referred to the reciprocal
lattice vectors jL' , i,1 » t3 » as axes.
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Figure IV.











one half that of the face-centred unit cell of potassium
chloride. They have determined the scattering power
over the whole of the reciprocal lattice network which
includes the origin and the first five {Tj/cO} reflexions
(together with other reciprocal lattice points derived
from these by symmetry operations), and their pub¬
lished diagram shows that contours of the Jahn type
do indeed account for very much of the diffuse
scattering.
Although it is scarcely fair to compare the iso-
diffusion curves calculated for a simple face-centred
cubic model with the experimental results for
potassium chloride crystals, which may more truly
be regarded as simple cubic, yet Born and Begbie's
diagram possesses features which are apparently
typical of the observed data for both potassium and
sodium chloride. For example, Laval's ionization
spectrometer measurements2, which showed that the
200 and 220 domains ( (1,0) and (1,1) in the above
diagram) were completely surrounded by regions of
weak scattering, but that between 400 and 420
( (2,0) and (2,1) ) and still more between 600 and 620,
there were 'bridges' of strong scattering, are now seen
to be consistent with the theoretical predictions. It
may be of interest to mention that the observed
value of the scattering power at the middle of the
600-620 bridge is about 3-4 times the minimum
scattering power appropriate to this angle, Compton
scattering being subtracted from both observed
figures. Inclusive of Compton scattering, the ratio
is about 2-2 : 1.
Born and Begbie have commented upon the
appearance of isodiffusion lines forming squares the
sides of which are parallel to [100] [010]. Almost
equally striking are the presence of other lines
parallel to the diagonals [110] [Ii0]. 'Bridges' of
both these kinds are clearly to be seen on the beautiful
monochromatic photograph of sodium chloride pub¬




■ Lonsdale, K., Proc. Phys. Soc., 54, 314 (1942).
* Laval, J., Bull. Soc. Franc. Min., 62, 137 (1939).
5 Gregg, It. Q., and Gingrich, N. 8., Phys. Rev., 59, 619 (1941).
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Values of the elastic constants (Forsterling,1920)
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(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 152, page 19, July 3, 1943)
Thermal Scattering of X-Rays by Crystals
The influence of the thermal vibrations on the
diffraction of X-rays by a crystal can be represented
by a distribution of scattering power in the reciprocal
lattice. The theoretical formula for this is the pro¬
duct of two parts : one, consisting of slowly varying
factors which correspond to the atomic scattering
factor, the polarization factor, Debye's temperature
factor, the Lorentz factor, of Laue-Bragg scattering ;
the other part consisting of a function characteristic
of the dynamics of the crystal vibrations, the diffusion
factor d(Q). For a simple lattice the latter has the
form
d(Q) = S Sap(Q)QaQp, ■ • (1)
,.awS=l
where Qlt Q2, Q3 are the co-ordinates in the reciprocal
lattice, and Sap (Q) are the elements of the scattering
matrix S, periodic functions of the Q. S can be
expressed as a function of the dynamical matrix D,
which is defined in terms of the coefficient matrix of
the second order terms of the potential energy of the
lattice. At normal temperatures one has, with a high
degree of accuracy,
S = kTD'1 (2)
The elements of D{Q) have zeros in the reciprocal
lattice points, hence those of S(Q) have sharp peaks
there. In the neighbourhood of these, they can be
expressed in terms of the elastic constants of the
crystal. In this way Jahn has calculated1 surfaces of
isodiffusion for sodium, and Mrs. Lonsdale and Mr.
Smith have shown2 that the results are in good
agreement with observations.
Since the experiments show, for many materials, a
definite structure of scattering power ('streamers' or
'bridges') in the space between the lattice points,
it seemed desirable to have a method of calculating
the matrix S(Q) for any point of the reciprocal space.
This can be done in two ways : either by using
numerical calculations of the matrix D as published
by Iona3 for potassium chloride, and by Kellermann1
for sodium chloride, or by using a crystal model for
which D can be theoretically constructed. We have
applied both methods. But as lona's tables are
rather rough, containing only four points on each
edge of the elementary cube in the Q-space, the
resulting figure for d(Q) does not show much interest¬
ing detail ; it is not worth while reproducing it here.
-2- -3
Potassium chloride isodiffusion lines in the plane Qa = 0 of the reciprocal space (Q,, Q2, Qa).The figures attached to the lines are the values of d(Q) kT if the elastic constants are madedimensionless by dividing them by e8 "* 2*40 x 10u dyne cm.-' (e is charge of theelectron, a is lattice constant, 3-14 A.). The bracketed figures are the indices of the
reciprocal lattice points, referred to crystal axes the lengths of which are one half those
of the face-centred unit cell.
4il 41 J ''b>\ OJ ')'■ llll i .W i .hhutaH l«Ot\ b'iV. 1'A)We have therefore developed the second method,
taking as the model a face-centred cubic lattice in
which only next neighbours act on one another, but
with non-central forces. It can be shown that in this
case there are exactly three force constants, which
can he expressed in terms of the three elastic con¬
stants cn, c12, cti. The typical elements of D are
Z>11 =M2c44 — Cll) (1 — cos Q2 cos Q3) rf c„
(2 — cos Qx cos Q2 — cos Q3 cos Q3),
D2a = (c12 + ctt) sin Q2 sin Q3,
•„,1 ,fd /- .q.oiti ,10+04,1which for small Q go over, of course, into the ex¬
pressions us e 1 by Jahn. We have in particular con¬
sidered the plane Q„ = 0, for which case it is not too
tedious to form the reciprocal matrix D'1.
01-
I
In order to compare the results with the first
method mentioned above, we took the constants
cu> ci2> c44 as those of potassium chloride, although
this lattice is neither monatomic nor simple face-
centred. Calculations for metallic crystals satisfying
these conditions will be performed later.
We computed the elements of D'1 and from this
the diffusion function (I) for a sufficiently fine net¬
work of points. With the help of graphical interpola¬
tion, curves of isodiffusion were constructed which
are given in the accompanying figure. This comprises
nine reciprocal lattice points including the origin
(marked by dots). In the vicinity of each of these
.(except the origin) one recognizes contours of the
type found by Jahn. But one sees that the back¬
ground has a definite and complicated structure ;
for example, secondary maxima (labelled 15). A
remarkable feature is the existence , of isodiffusion
lines (intensities of 3 and 15, in our scale), forming
almost squares which separate the whole field into
unconnected sections. We hope that figures of this
kind will provide additional evidence for the thermal
theory of X-ray scattering.
G. H. Begbie.
M. Born.
Department of Mathematical Physics,
University of Edinburgh.
' jahn, H. A., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 178. 320 ; 180. 476 (1942).
! Lonsdale, K.. and Smith, H., Nature, 148, 628 (1941); 149. 21
(1942). Jahn, H. A., and Lonsdale. K.. Phys. Rev., 61. 375 (1942).
Lonsdale, K., Proc. Phys. Soc., 54, 335 (1942).
s Iona, M., Phys. Rev., 60, 822 (194^). //
' Kellermann, W., Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., A, 238, 513 (1940).
In a recent lecture-survey given to the Physical
Society1 it was shown that calculations based on the
Faxen-Waller theory gave good agreementwith experi¬
ment, not only" within the regions to which that
theory could properly be applied, but also in the
short wave-length range where its validity was open
to question. Thus diagrams showing the observed
scattering power of KCl and Na in reciprocal space
and the scattering power calculated by means of
Jahn's formula were in general agreement not only
in the neighbourhood of the reciprocal lattice points
(region of long waves) but also at a distance from
those points.
Prof. Born and Mr. Begbie have now extended the
calculation for the special case of a monatomic face-
centred cubic model having the same elastic constants
as piotassium chloride, and a lattice constant equal to
figure IV.
Curves of isodiffusion in tlie plane Qj - 0
for potassium chloride.
Values of the elastic constants (Forsterling,1920)
cti S 3.9^ , cIL = 0-6r , C-u * 0-^ * \6"
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Section 8 Surfaces of isodiffusion for the
hexagonal close-packed lattice
Since there are two particles in the unit cell,
the reciprocal matrix is rather complicated to cal¬
culate and a full discussion of the general method
of plotting the scattering power throughout reciprocal
space is left for subsequent investigation. For the
present the approximation of Section 6b will be used.
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and as in Section 6b put
(8.3)
and
l'z \l > ^9 ?>-- J1
/> 1 XX ,-£ + >vw 4- H =» /
A, - I (<\ *) + C«v
(8.4)
- C (4 *»%) f Jrv1





(8.6) fi, i^i "t + ^ ^ * ~ ^ *■ ***)]
r,
(8.7) o
s4)// s Pi (fit + *■*) - el1n
X 1
7h fc
$($)= (ft, + '/?» + - aVV1,
7r* / — *"• A? / £ 7H 1
*4,,$ (fj s - /), c(n(
rt
v
= -£>~ [«A -«(
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For the purposes of calculation attention is confined,
to the plane * & . For this the reciprocal matrix
reduces to
8.8) ir'/fi.





Equation (6.11) now "becomes, omitting a constant factor
(8.9) ? *
JL 4 - ^0
a;
or, if ($■ is the angle "between and $ ,
(8.10) ? /r
J C«> ,w/1 1 —fT*>1
This is the equation in polar co-ordinates ( ^ , <5 ) of
the curves of isodiffusion round the points <3^. It
follows from this formula that, neglecting considerations
of scale, these curves have the same shape for all points
C^k' which lie in the plane « 0 , A part of this
plane is shown in Fig. Y. and includes the reciprocal
lattice points (0,0),(0,1),(-1,0),(-1,1),(-1,2),(-2,0)
(-8,1),(-2,2),(-3,2), and the curves near each of them
The elastic constants are taken as those of Beryl(Yoigt,1910)
Figure V.
Curves of isodiffusion in the plane = 0
for beryl.
CO f-2-01 ("3- 2)
(-2,1)




Values of the elastic constants (Voigt,1910)
1n-f, Cjj = 2U-\} c,x - 1-8 0 f c„ =• &•Ik, • CM * I* ' cly*,/*.?
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Professor Born suggested this subject to me and I
am deeply indebted to him for encouragement and advice
in the problems which arose, I would also like to express
my thanks to Dr. Hwan-Wu Peng for many valuable discussions.
